In order to compensate for the higher cost of double double and quad double arithmetic when solving large polynomial systems, we investigate the application of the NVIDIA Tesla K20C graphics processing unit (GPU). The focus on this paper is on Newton's method, which requires the evaluation of the polynomials, their derivatives, and the solution of a linear system to compute the update to the current approximation for the solution. The reverse mode of algorithmic differentiation for a product of variables is rewritten in a binary tree fashion so all threads in a block can collaborate in the computation. For double arithmetic, the evaluation and differentiation problem is memory bound, whereas for complex quad double arithmetic the problem is compute bound. With acceleration we can double the dimension and get results that are twice as accurate in about the same time.
I. INTRODUCTION
We investigate the application of general purpose graphics processing units (GPUs) to solving large systems of polynomial equations with numerical methods. Large systems not only lead to an increased number of operations, but also to more accumulation of numerical roundoff errors and therefore to the need to calculate in a precision that is higher than the common double precision. With massively parallel algorithms we aim to offset the extra cost of double double and quad double arithmetic [10] , [13] , a project we started in [16] .
Problem Statement. Our problem is to accelerate Newton's method for large polynomial systems. We assume the input polynomials are given in their sparse distributed form: all polynomials are fully expanded and only those monomials that have a nonzero coefficient are stored. For accuracy and application to overdetermined systems, we solve linear systems in the least squares sense and apply the Gauss-Newton method.
Related Work. As the QR decomposition is of fundamental importance in applied linear algebra many parallel implementations have been investigated by many authors, see e.g. [2] , [3] . In [4] , the performance of CPU and GPU implementations of the Gram-Schmidt were compared. In [19] , the left-looking scheme is dismissed because of its limited inherent parallelism and as in [19] we also prefer the right-looking algorithm for more thread-level parallelism.
The application of extended precision to BLAS is described in [12] , see [5] for least squares solutions. The implementation of BLAS routines on GPUs in triple precision (double + single float) is discussed in [14] . The other computationally intensive stage in the application of Newton's method is the evaluation and differentiation of the system. Parallel automatic differentiation techniques on GPUs are described in [7] .
Our contributions. For the polynomial evaluation and differentiation we reformulate algorithms of algorithmic differentiation [8] applying optimized parallel reduction [9] to the products that appear in the reverse mode of differentiation. Because extended precision arithmetic has a higher cost per operation, we can afford a fine granularity in our parallel algorithms. Compared to our previous GPU implementations in [17] and [18] , we have removed the restrictions on the dimensions and are now able to solve problems involving several thousands of variables. The performance investigation involves mixing the memory-bound polynomial evaluation and differentiation with the compute-bound linear system solving.
II. POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION AND DIFFERENTIATION
We distinguish three tasks in the evaluation and differentiation of polynomials in several variables. First, we separate the high degree parts into common factors and then apply algorithmic differentiation to products of variables. In the third stage, we multiply with coefficients and add up the terms.
A. common factors and tables of power products
A monomial in n variables is defined by a sequence of natural numbers d i ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, decomposed as
where x i1 x i2 · · · x i k is the product of all k variables that have a nonzero exponent. The variables have exponent e ji = d ji − 1 > 0 in x
We call x
a common factor, as this factor is a factor in all partial derivatives of the monomial. Using tables of pure powers of the variables, the values of the common factors are products of the proper entries in those tables. The cost of evaluating monomials of high degrees is reduced to computing powers of the variables. The table of pure powers is computed in shared memory by each block of threads. 
B. evaluation and differentiation of a product of variables
Consider a product: x 1 x 2 · · · x n . The straightforward evaluation and the computation of the gradient takes n − 1 + n × (n − 2) = n 2 − n − 1 multiplications. Applying methods of algorithmic differentiation [8] , the number of multiplications to evaluate and differentiate the product drops to 3n − 5. The computation of the gradient requires in total n − 1 extra memory locations. We need n−2 locations for the intermediate forward products
only one extra temporary memory location is needed, as this location can be reused each time for the next backward product, interlacing the the computation of the backward products with the multiplication of the corresponding forward product. Figure 1 displays two arithmetic circuits, the first to evaluate a product and the second to compute its gradient. The second is executed after the first, using the same tree structure that holds intermediate products. At a node, we write x 1 x 2 if the multiplication happens at the node and write x 1 x 2 if the stored value is used. At most one multiplication is performed at each node. Figure 2 shows the case for n = 8.
The top picture shows the evaluation of a product of variables organized in a binary tree, starting at the leaves and placing the result at the root of the tree. The bottom picture shows the computation of all derivatives (the gradient), with inputs taken from different levels in the tree. We count 3
to evaluate and 4 more to differentiate.
We assume a complete binary tree, i.e.: n = 2 k for some k > 0, to count the number of multiplications in the evaluation:
The circuit to compute all derivatives contains a tree of the same size: with n − 1 nodes, so the number of multiplications equals n − 1 minus 3 for the nodes closest to the root which require no computations, and plus n for the multiplications at the leaves, which adds up to 2n − 4. So in total we have 3n − 5 multiplications.
If n is not a power of 2, then for some positive k and , denote n = 2 k + < 2 k+1 . The first threads load two variables and are in charge of the product of those two variables, while other threads load just one variable. The multiplication of values for variables of consecutive index, e.g.: x 1 x 2 will result in a bank conflict in shared memory as threads require data from an even and odd bank. To avoid bank conflicts, the computations are rearranged, e.g. as (x 1 x 3 ) (x 2 x 4 ), so thread 0 operates on x 1 , x 3 and thread 1 on x 2 , x 4 . Table I shows the results on the evaluation and differentiation of products of variables in double arithmetic, applying the techniques of [9] . The first GPU algorithm is the reverse mode algorithm that takes 3n − 5 operations executed by one thread per monomial. When all threads in a block collaborate on one monomial in the second GPU algorithm we observe a significant speedup. Speedups and memory bandwidth improve when resolving the bank conflicts in the third improvement. The best results are obtained adding unrolling techniques. In Table I , one block of threads computes the value and the gradient of one product in 1,024 variables. Instead of one large product, with our code one block can compute many monomials of smaller sizes. In the arithmetic circuits of Figure 1 and 2, instead of going all the way to the root of the tree, the computation stops at some intermediate level. Table II present timings for this computation. The evaluation and differentiation of products of variables is memory bound for complex double arithmetic and the techniques listed in Table I are also relevant for real double double arithmetic. In complex double double and quad double arithmetic, the arithmetic cost dominates, and for compute bound computation we use global memory.
C. coefficient multiplication and term summation
The third task is to multiply every derivative of the product of variables with the common factor and the proper coefficient, multiplied with the values of the exponents. Then a sum reduction of the evaluated terms gives the values of the polynomials and the Jacobian matrix. The summation jobs are ordered by the number of terms so each warp has the same amount of terms to sum. Denote by x i:j the product x i · · · x k · · · x j , for all natural numbers k between i and j. In the arithmetic circuit to differentiate a product of 8 variables, the inputs are the 8 variables: 
III. ORTHOGONALIZATION AND LEAST SQUARES
Our implementation of the modified Gram-Schmidt method is a right-looking algorithm, as this gives the most threadlevel parallelism, pointed out in [19] . Using a right-looking algorithm, we launch as many blocks as there are columns to update, where each block can work on one column. The cost of memory traffic is mitigated with shared memory and for double double and quad double precision, the cost of the software arithmetic dominates the cost of memory accesses so good speedups are obtained over optimized serial code. For details about our GPU implementation we refer to the full version of this paper, available on the arXiv preprint server.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We selected two benchmark problems. In the first, the cost of evaluation and differentiation grows linearly in the dimension and the complexity of Newton's method depends on the linear system solving. In contrast, for the second, the cost of evaluation and differentation grows cubic in the dimension.
A. hardware and software
Our GPU is the NVIDIA Tesla K20C, which has 2496 cores with a clock speed of 706 MHz, hosted by a Red Hat Enterprise Linux workstation of Microway, with Intel Xeon E5-2670 processors at 2.6 GHz. Our code was developed with version 4.4.7 of gcc and version 5.5 of the CUDA compiler. The C++ code for the Gram-Schmidt method to run on the host is directly based on the pseudo code and served mainly to verify the correctness of our GPU code. We compiled the programs with the optimization flag -O2. The code is available at github in the directory src/GPU of PHCpack [15] .
B. The Chandrasekhar H-Equation
The system arises from the discretization of an integral equation. The problem was treated with Newton's method in [11] . In [6] , the system was studied with methods in computer algebra. We follow the formulation in [6] :
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and for some constant c, 0 < c ≤ 1. As the evaluation and differentiation cost is linear in n, the cost of Newton's method is dominated by the cost for solving the linear system, which is O(n 3 ).
For all c, there is one real solution with all its components positive and relatively close to 1. Starting at H i = 1 for all i leads to a quadratically convergent Newton's method. The value for the parameter c we used in our experiments is 33/64. Table III shows the running times obtained with the command time. Comparing absolute real wall clock times: when we double the dimensions from 2048 to 4096, the accelerated versions of the code run twice as fast, 20 minutes versus 42 minutes without acceleration. As the cost of evaluation and differentiation grows only linearly in n, the cost of the linear solving dominates and as the dimension grows, the difference in speedups between the two accelerated versions fades out. 
C. the cyclic n-roots problem
A system relevant to operator algebras is:
x k mod n = 0
x 0 x 1 x 2 · · · x n−1 − 1 = 0.
(3
The system is a benchmark problem in computer algebra, e.g.: [1] . The cost to evaluate and differentiate the system is O(n 3 ). Table IV shows experimental results on the evaluation and differentiation of the polynomials in the cyclic n-roots system. The speedups improve for larger problems and for increased precision, see Figure 3 for a plot of the results in complex double arithmetic, using the algorithmic circuits of Figures 1  and 2 . For complex double double and quad double arithmetic, the problem is no longer memory but is compute bound and the computations in the DD and QD rows of Table IV use global instead of shared memory. Fig. 3 . Figure visualizing the data for complex double arithmetic (D) of Table IV . Observe that the rightmost bar representing the accelerated run for n = 512 is about half the size of the bar for n = 256 without acceleration.
